This page and next:
Tempered Glass in straight and curved panels.
**ABOVE:** The main staircase for an automobile dealership before being clad with wood.

**NEXT PAGE:** The finished product is a maple staircase with tempered glass panels.
Architectural drawings and the corresponding staircase in the main lobby of the North Shore branch, Northwest Georgia Bank, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Various applications of wood handrail and guardrail in commercial applications.
At times, we are called upon to update commercial staircase systems and make them code-compliant.
bar and cable system capabilities
Commercial Guardrails

The following selections of Commercial Guardrail profiles are located on the Stair Design CD in the Handrails folder.

- COLONIAL 6010
- COLONIAL 6210
- WILLIAMSPORT 6410
- FULL ROUND 6512
- MONTE CARLO 6610
- GEORGIAN 6810
Commercial Guardrails

The following selections of Commercial Guardrail profiles are located on the Stair Design CD in the Handrails folder.

NEWPORT
6N10

REGENCY
6R10

CAMBRIDGE
6G10
The following Commercial guardrails are not included on the Stair Design CD, but are available from Southern Staircase on a special order basis.

*Note: The width and/or height of this rail exceeds most building codes. Please check with your municipality for building code requirements.*
The following Commercial guardrails are not included on the Stair Design CD, but are available from Southern Staircase on a special order basis.

- Asheville
- Rutherford
- Hamilton
- Austin
- New Haven
- Farmington

*Note: The width and/or height of this rail exceeds most building codes. Please check with your municipality for building code requirements.
Commercial Guardrails

The following Commercial guardrails are not included on the Stair Design CD, but are available from Southern Staircase on a special order basis.

*Note: The width and/or height of this rail exceeds most building codes. Please check with your municipality for building code requirements.
Our Trinity Handrail system is designed for commercial applications where decorative “monumental” guardrail and code-compliant sub-rails are desired.

*Note: The width and/or height of this rail exceeds most building codes. Please check with your municipality for building code requirements.
The following Commercial guardrails are not included on the Stair Design CD, but are available from Southern Staircase on a special order basis.

**Note:** The width and/or height of this rail exceeds most building codes. Please check with your municipality for building code requirements.
Commercial Handrail / Guardrails

Saratoga Commercial

Wallrail

Wall "bracket"

Sheetrock / drywall

1.813”

1.500”

2.187”

2.020”

2.750”

0.500”

Kingston

1-1/2” Round

Ø1.500”

Commercial Handrail

2-5/8” Round

Ø2.625”